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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0906982A2] In the present invention, a shuttle type embroidery/lace machine includes a frontal thread storage means, a driven type-
thread feeding means for feeding the frontal thread from the frontal thread storage means, a movable thread guide for advancing and retreating the
frontal thread, a needle carrier for supporting the needles, a cloth frame, a shuttle, and a control unit for controlling said thread feeding means, said
movable thread guide, said needle carrier, said cloth frame and said shuttle, characterized in that, said control unit controls said drive type thread
feeding means so as to feed a portion of an amount of the frontal thread actually necessary for the embroidering, and said shuttle type embroidery/
lace machine further includes means for allowing the remainder of the amount of the frontal thread actually necessary for the embroidering to be fed
by pulling the remainder of the amount of the frontal thread out of said frontal thread storage means due to a tension applied to the frontal thread
produced by an insufficient amount of the frontal thread actually necessary for embroidering, stitches being formed by pulling both said frontal thread
and a dorsal thread of said shuttle. <IMAGE>
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